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Abstract
Photoemission-intensity distributions IRCP/LCP (EB, k)measured for right- and left-circularly
polarized soft x-rays revealed a large circular dichroism in angular distribution (CDAD) in the 4D
parameter space (EB binding energy, kmomentum vector). Full-field k-imaging combinedwith time-
of-flight energy recording at a high-brilliance soft x-ray beamline allowedmapping theCDAD in
the bulk Brillouin zone of tungsten and the entire d-band complexwithin a few hours.CDAD-
asymmetries are very high (up to 90%), persist throughout thewhole photon-energy range
(300–1300 eV) and show a pronounced dependence onmomentum k and binding energy EB,
visualized asmovies or sequences of cuts through the 4Dobject. One-step photoemission calculations
for the same photon energies show fair agreement with themeasured results. In addition to the
requirement of a ‘handed’ experimental geometry, known fromprevious experiments on adsorbates
and surface states, we find an anti-symmetric behavior of theCDADwith respect to two bulkmirror
planes. A new symmetry condition along the perpendicularmomentum kzmakesCDAD a valuable
tool for an unambiguous identification of high-symmetry planes in direct transitions in the periodic
zone scheme. Technically, themethod provides a circular polarimeter for soft, tender and hard x-rays.

1. Introduction

A system exhibits circular or linear dichroism if it responds differently to photon beams of two orthogonal
polarization states [1]. Pioneeringwork onmagneticmaterials by Schütz et al [2], Thole and van der Laan [3],
Stöhr [4] and others initiated intensive research, and today, x-raymagnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) is a
common tool in thefield ofmagnetism. Ritchie [5], Cherepkov [6], and Lee [7] generalized the phenomenon of
dichroism to angular-resolved photoemission and termed it circular (or linear) dichroism in the angular
distribution (CDAD or LDAD). Atfirst, the studied objects weremostly orientedmolecules and adsorbate
systems [8], while later it was proven that photoemission fromnon-magnetic solids in fact also yields sizeable
CDAD asymmetries in angular-resolved observation [9–12]. A necessary precondition is a definite handedness
in the photoemission geometry [13]. This requirement can be fulfilled for band states aswell. From a quasi-
atomic perspective,CDAD and LDAD are determined by the interference of different outgoing partial waves
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being sensitive to their phase-shift differences. The differential photoemission cross section is proportional to
the squared total dipolematrix element that contains interference terms between different final-state partial
waves. Upon reversal of the photon helicity (in case ofCDAD) or switching of the electric vector between
orthogonal directions (for LDAD), interference termswith odd symmetry change their signs. This is the origin of
the dichroism in the photoelectron angular distribution. This phenomenon exists in the pure electric dipole
approximation and thus it differs from the ‘natural’CDof chiralmolecules, which is described by higher-order
terms in the electron-photon operator [14].

In thepresentworkwe employ the techniqueof time-of-flight (ToF) k-microscopy for a comprehensive studyof
theCDAD in the soft-x-ray spectral range. This newmethod captures simultaneouslymore thanone full Brillouin
zone (BZ) for binding energies in a rangeof several eV, yielding full information from the valence bands. In the
vacuumultraviolet (VUV) range, this instrumentwas previously used for the studyofLDAD in photoemission from
Mo(110) surface states and surface resonances [15]. These states are characterized by their 2Dcharacter and their
location at the surface,wherefore they fulfill the criteria discussed for adsorbate systems [13]. Earlierworkongraphite
[16] andPd [17] revealed that aCDAD also exists in photoemission fromcrystalline samples.However, the low
photon energies used essentially probe the surface character of the bands.Hence, these results cannot be considered
representative for true 3Dbulk states.Moreover, no informationon thedependenceof theCDADon the electron-
momentumcomponent perpendicular to the sample surface could be extracted fromthese low-energy data.

CDAD has previously been observed in the soft-x-ray range for spherically-symmetric initial states as a
consequence of dissymmetry in thefinal state [18, 19]. Fecher [20]proved that the existence of the (partially-
reflecting) surface barrier alone is a sufficient condition for appearance ofCDAD in photoemission from a
spherically-symmetric initial state, e.g. a 1s core level in the topmost layer. This workwas the first hint on the
importance of photoelectron diffraction on theCDAD. Reference [21] outlines how the radialmatrix elements
and relative phase shift could be determined in photoemission to identify the differential cross section.

Previous experiments in the soft [22–24] and hard x-ray range [25, 26] showed band dispersion in
photoemission at higher photon energies. This fact indicated that direct interband transitions prevail. Such
transitions are umklapp-processes, i.e. a reciprocal lattice vector is involved in order to fulfill energy and
momentum conservation simultaneously [27, 28].

Here, we investigate theCDAD for valence bands in the bulk of amaterial.We have chosen tungsten because
it is known that due to the highDebye temperature the band features persist up to high photon energies [25]. In
order to scan themomentum component perpendicular to the surface, we used soft-x-ray excitation at various
photon energies between 300 and 1300 eV. An ab initio calculation using the one-stepmodel was performed for
the same photon energies. Themain goal was to elucidate whether aCDAD exists for bulk bandswith negligible
surface contribution andwhether the basic concept of the origin ofCDAD in direct inter-band transitions is still
valid in the x-ray range. A crucial point is that the phase-shift differences, playing a central role inCDAD at low
energies [13], tend to zerowith increasing photon energies [29]. Experimentally, both photon helicities have
beenmeasured separately and in the derivation ofCDADno symmetry properties have been exploited because
it was not a-priori clear which of themwould persist when the photonmomentum is non-negligible. High
asymmetries up to 90%makeCDAD-spectroscopy a powerful circular polarimeter in a huge photon-energy
range from theVUVup to the hard x-ray range (see also note added in proof).

2. Theory

2.1.Quantum-mechanical nature of theCDAD
In order to understand the origin of the dichroism asymmetries in the observed patterns, we start with a review
of its quantum-mechanical nature. TheCDADmaps are determined as differences of intensity data sets IRCP,LCP
(EB, k) taken for right and left circular polarizations (RCP and LCP, respectively). The difference IRCP− ILCP
yields theCDAD signal, whereas division by the sum I=IRCP+ILCP gives theCDADasymmetry (in analogy to
the definitions of themagnetic circular dichroism [2–4]).

The symmetrized intensity, where theCDAD contribution is eliminated (allCDAD terms cancel each other)
and the two quantities characterizing the dichroism (CDAD signal and asymmetry) are thus derived according to
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In comparisonwith previouswork on orientedmolecules or adsorbates, the symmetrized intensity array

I(EB, k) represents the differential cross section for excitationwith unpolarized light
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factor of 2. Then,CDAD can be understood as the difference between the cross sections for excitationwith RCP
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and LCP light.ACDAD(EB, k) varies between+100%and−100%and is thus used for a quantification of the
CDAD effect.

As the basis for the interpretation of the results, we recall the essentials of dichroism effects in photoemission
from earlier work [5–9, 18–21, 30]. Experimentally,CDAD for non-magnetic systems is observed for a
dissymmetric (handed) spatial arrangement of the quantization axis of initial state orbitalmomenta (n), the
photon impact direction (khv) and the photoelectronmomentum (ke) (see figure 1(a)). In otherwords,CDAD
fromnon-magnetic targets requires a handedness in the experimental geometry.

For the results shown below, the plane of incidence coincideswith the crystallographicΓ–H–N plane (ky–kz)
of the sample, as sketched infigure 1(b). For RCP and LCP light, the in-plane (Ey) and out-of-plane component
(Ez) of the electric vector have a phase-shift difference of±π/2. Because the total systemof sample plus photon
beam is no longer invariant under themirror operation parallel toΓ–H–N, the preconditions forCDAD are
fulfilled. Due to the shallow incidence, the (relative) y- and z-components of the electric vector are given by
sin(22°)≈ 0.37 and sin(68°)≈ 0.92, respectively. Taking into account these projections, the photon operator
can bewritten as 0.92z – 0.37y+ ix for RCP light and 0.92z – 0.37y− ix for LCP light.We note that the index of
refraction is∼0.98 in the photon energy range used so that the Fresnel equations do not play a role.

We can already derive some general conclusions for this experimental geometry: the axial photon-helicity
vector Sγ breaks the symmetry of the y–z plane.Hence, according to themain criteria for the appearance of
CDAD the asymmetry should thus be anti-symmetric with respect to the y–z plane and vanish for kX=0 (see
also equation (1)). Even in the unpolarized case, the photon beam itself (i.e. the vector khv) breaks themirror
symmetrywith respect to the x–zplane.Hence theCDAD patterns will not be symmetric with respect to the
horizontalmirror plane of the crystal. In particular, the effect of the photonmomentumwill showup in a
dissymmetry with respect to the horizontal plane, as wewill see in section 4.

As a simple example, we consider the allowed dipole transitions for the case of an initial bandwith pure

dz2-symmetry. The selection rules for a dipole photo-transition lead to p and ffinal-state partial waves. The
differential photoemission cross section is given by Fermi’s GoldenRule taking into account the proper angular
wave functions [33]. For the atomic-like dz2-orbital (Y20)wehave dσ/dΩ∝|<Ψfin|0.92z− 0.37y±ix|dz2>|2.
Each of the three terms of the dipole operator excites a p- and a f-wave, as sketched figures 2(b)–(m). By
switching the photon helicity, two of the final-state partial waves change their relative phases byπ asmarked by
the color (see figures 2(f), (g), (l), (m)). Since the totalfinal state is the coherent superposition of all allowed
partial waves, this phase jump shows up in the differential cross sections for circularly polarized light: the
complete angular distribution is rotated clockwise for the RCP dipole operator and counterclockwise for the
LCP operator, see figures 2(n), (o). The size of this rotation depends on the relative phases of the interfering
partial waves. The interference behavior in the atomic-like and adsorbate case is discussed in detail in [13, 34]. In

Figure 1. Schematic view of the experimental geometry in real space (a) and corresponding bulk Brillouin zone ofWin k-space
(b) [31, 32]. In the latter, red and blue colors denote hole and electron conductivity features, respectively. Photon-helicity vector Sγ,
photoelectronmomentum k and surface normaln (along the z axis) induce a handedness. The incoming photon beam lies in the y–z
plane, 22° to the y-axis. Themomentumdistributions for both photon helicities were taken for a field-of-viewwith radius k||∼2 Å−1,
exceeding the size of the Brillouin zone.
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bulk photoemission as discussed here, additional phase differences of partial waves arise due to diffraction of the
photoelectronwave on neighboring atoms.

This rotation of the differential cross section depending on the photon helicity, a consequence of the phase
jump in one or several partial waves, is the basicmechanism that generates theCDAD signal (figure 2(p)). The
figuremakes clear that the dichroismon the one hand reflects the symmetry properties and orientation of the
initial-state and on the other hand the partial-wave composition of the final-state, including their symmetry
behaviorwith respect to reversal of the photon helicity. For the band states studied below, the situation ismore
complex because the symmetry-adapted initial eigen-states of the solid can be described as an appropriate linear
combination ofmany partial waves characterized by the quantumnumbers l andm (according to the involved
spherical harmonics) [35].

Figure 2. Illustration of the origin ofCDAD in an atomic-like picture for photoemission from a dz2-state. The photon impact is in the
y–zplane at an angle of 22° to the y direction. The dipole transition from the initial state, represented by its angular wavefunction (a),
leads to six final state partial waves. Their angularwavefunctions are sketched for RCP (c), (e), (g), (i), (k), (m) and LCP excitation (b),
(d), (f), (h), (j), (l). Red and blue denote the phases of the different lobes of the angular functions. The coherent superposition yields the
total final state, here shown as angular pattern of the differential cross section, which differs for RCP andLCP light ((n) and (o),
respectively). TheCDAD signal is the difference of (n), (o), shown in (p).
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Due to thefinite grazing-incidence angle of 22° this geometry also gives rise to a (generally small)
contribution of the LDAD. It will showup in terms of an ‘up–down’ dissymmetry, evenwhen the x–z plane is a
mirror plane, see figure 1(a).

2.2. Calculationswithin the one-stepmodel
Calculations complementary to the experiment weremade on the base of recent developments of the one-step
model of photoemission inwhich all spin–orbit effects are accounted for [36]. For photon energies in the soft-x-
ray range the photonmomentum reaches values of 0.7 Å−1 causing significant changes in the photoelectron
distributions. To account for this, the calculations included the photonmomentumwithin the description of the
photo excitation. The conservation ofmomentum causes a rigid shift (in k|| and k⊥) of the spectral intensity
distributions in k-space along the direction of the incoming photon beam, as visualized for example infigure 5.
The shift is less pronounced for photon energies in the range of 400 eVbut it appears significantly with values of
about 0.5 k|| for x-ray photon energies of 1 keV. The present approach accounts for electronic correlations
within the local density approximation (LDA) and can be applied to the electronic structure of 3D- and 2D-
systems. The formalism includesmatrix-element effects whichmodify the bare spectral function, as well as
multiple-scattering processes of the photoelectron in a large spectral range from10 eV to 10 keV.

Recently, calculations of angle-resolved photoemissionwithin the one-stepmodel have been extended to the
high-energy regime that probes primarily the bulk electronic structure. However, in all energy regimes it is
necessary to account properly for thewave-vector and energy dependence of the transitionmatrix elements.
These dependencesmust not be neglected, because they are the result of strongmultiple-scattering processes
and also include the effects of selection rules [37]. Venturini et al [10] investigated the bandmapping potential of
angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy in the soft-x-ray range for the Ag(001) surface. Calculations and
experimental results showed that the photonmomentumhas an impact already on the bandmapping at
soft-x-ray energies. A similar experiment was performed forW(110) and band features were observed in
photoemission up to 870 eV [38]. At higher photon energies, ranging from1up to 10 keV, a new approach for
thefinal state has been applied, which generalized the single-scattering approach. Good agreement between
result based on this approach and the experiment was found for clean Fe(001) andMgO/Fe(100). Since the
CDAD depends crucially onmatrix elements and partial wave phases, it provides an ideal testing ground for new
theoretical approaches for spectroscopic calculations.

The initial band state is a symmetry-adapted eigenstate of the crystal and can be described as a Blochwave.
For high photon energies the final state is considered to be a free-electron-like planewave [27, 28]with
increasingly shorter wavelength for increasing excitation energies. At kinetic energies between 300 and 1300 eV
thewavelength of the final state wave function varies betweenλ≈ 4 and 1 Å. The oscillations of thefinal-state
wave function on the atomic length scale cause substantial changes in the radial integrals of the dipolematrix
element. It is the purpose of the present paper to elucidate the validity of themodel of direct interband
transitions for the interpretation of photoemission dynamics in awide energy range between hν=300 and
1300 eV. As a sensitive probe formatrix elements and relative phases of partial waves, we employCDAD
measurements for tungsten for the complete surface BZ and full energy range of the d-bands.

Our present theoretical approach for the final state is limited to photon energies where dipole transitions
prevail. In the tender and hard x-ray range quadrupole transitions become increasingly significant. Also the
neglect ofmultiple-scattering effects for the final state within the atomic layers works quantitatively only for
photon energies above somehundred eV. For typical angular-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy (ARPES)
energies ranging from10 to 150 eV one has to consider thesemultiple scattering effects, where a spherical wave
expansion up to lmax=7 or 8 has to be applied, as known fromLEED calculations. Furthermore, we had to use
80–100 two-dimensional reciprocal lattice vectors in the calculation of the corresponding layer scattering
matrices for the soft x-ray photon energies used in themeasurements. In typical ARPES calculations the use of
20–40 reciprocal lattice vectors is sufficient for a quantitative spectroscopic analysis. This is due to back-folding
effects fromhigher 2DBZswhichmodify the corresponding spectral intensities in the soft x-ray photon energy
range.

Figure 3 shows calculated constant-energy sections in the photon energy range from1270 to 1380 eV. The
sections show the sumof the intensities calculated for left and right circular polarization. The direction of the
incident light has been chosen according to the experimental set-up (from top to bottom). In this photon energy
range the probed perpendicularmomentum component kz does not dependmuch on the parallel component.
Assuming a free-electron-like final state the photon energy range corresponds to kz values between 6.5G110 and
6.76G110 (G110 being the reciprocal lattice vector perpendicular to the 〈110〉-surface), thus covering a quarter of
the seventh repeated BZ along kz. The constant-energy section at kz=6.5G110 (figure 3(a)) corresponds to a cut
through the Fermi surface in theN–H–P plane. Here, the high-symmetry pointsN andH coincidewith the high-
symmetry points in the two-dimensional surface BZ Г and N , respectively, labeled in panel (g). The latter are
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valid independent on photon energy. Prominent features are the diamond-shaped rhombs centered at the
H-points and at theΓ-points of the neighboring BZs (seefigure 3(a)). Both rhombs shrinkwith increasing kz
revealing the dispersionwith perpendicularmomentum. In contrast the circularly shaped features near
(kx, ky)=(0.8, 1.4)Å−1 increase in size with increasing kz. The ellipse at theN-point (kx, ky)=(0, 1.4)Å−1

corresponds to a cut through the hole-like small ellipsoids centered at theN-points in 3D reciprocal space
(see figure 1(b)). The strong kz-dispersion of these features allows one to distinguish photon energy variations as
small as 5 eV corresponding to a variation ofΔkz=0.01 Å−1. Surprisingly, some features remain constant in
sizewith varying photon energy. This applies in particular to the central ring-shaped feature at the Г point at
(kx, ky)=(0, 0)Å−1. The kz-independent behavior suggests that this state corresponds to a surface state resulting
from the fact that the calculation considers afinite number of atomic layers. The intensity of the kz-independent
features increases on the expense of the dispersing states with decreasing photon energy.

In summary, the calculations predict sharp band features prevailing in photoemissionwith photon
energies as high as 1380 eV. The band dispersion along kz is surprisingly pronounced andwell-resolved
within increments as small as 0.01 Å−1. Calculations with both photon helicities predict significantCDAD
throughout the photon-energy range studied. The calculatedCDAD texture will be comparedwith the
experimental results, see figure 6.

3. Experimental

ARPES is themethod of choice for the study of the electronic structure [27, 28]. Demanding a high energy
resolution, ARPES is commonly performed in theVUV spectral region at photon energies<100 eV. In this
energy range the inelasticmean free path (IMFP) of the photoelectrons is<0.5 nm, hence ARPES at those
photon energies is ideally suited for the study of surface states and adsorbates.With increase of photoelectron
kinetic energy towards the soft-x-ray range the IMFP increases from0.5 nmat 200 eV to 2.5 nm at 2000 eV [39].
This implies that soft-x-ray ARPES gives access to deeper-lying layers of the solid. As a result, it is possible to
probe the bulk electronic structure which is of interest e.g. in the context of transport properties.

Extending thewell-established ARPES technique into the soft-x-ray range, we face obstacles concerning
both excitation and detection. The required energy resolution (10 meV range) andmomentum resolution (∼1%
of the size of the BZ) pose difficult challenges to the photon bandwidth (ΔE/E≈10–5) and angular resolution of
the electron spectrometer (<0.1°). In addition, the photoemission cross section drops dramatically when going
from theVUV to the soft-x-ray regime. Recently, several high-resolution synchrotron-radiation beamlines in
the soft-x-ray range have become available. The low cross section and extremely high angular resolution needed
for precise electronic bandmapping at higher energies remain a challenge. Some pioneering experiments have
been conducted so far [22–28, 40]. Due to the increased bulk sensitivity the problemof contamination during
long acquisition times is less serious than at lower energies and even protective coatings were successfully
used [22, 41].

In the present work, the intensity/resolution problemhas beenmet by a conceptually new approach termed
ToFmomentummicroscopy (for details, see [15, 42]). In contrast to conventional analyzers that work in terms

Figure 3.Calculated constant-energy sections of the photoemission intensity at the Fermi energy as function of photon energy. The
momentumperpendicular to the surface is quantified inmultiples of the reciprocal lattice vectorG110. Note the significant changes for
increments as small as 0.01 Å−1. Effectivemass and inner potential weremeff/m=1.033 andV0

*=10 eV (referenced to EF). High-
symmetry points are denoted in (a) and (g) for the bulk and surface Brillouin zone, respectively.
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of angular coordinates, these electronmicroscopes directly image the (lateral) kx- and ky-coordinates in a large
range of up to 4 Å−1 radius (for a new high-energy optics up to 10 Å−1 radius) . In the present work the kinetic
energy is recorded in parallel via ToF detection. Themaximumparallelization of data acquisition using this
method relies on pulsed photon sources such as synchrotron radiation, high harmonic sources or laser
radiation. In the determination of the spectral function I(EB, kx, ky) the usable energywidth of a single
measurement is limited to typically 6 eV by the chromatic aberration of the electron-optical system (for further
details, see [43]). Acquiring ca. 106 data voxels simultaneously, the approach overcomes the intensity and
k-resolution problemof ARPES in the soft-x-ray range.

Allmeasurements shown belowhave been takenwithin∼5 h of beamtime at beamline P04 [44] of the
storage ring PETRA III atDESY inHamburg. The 40-bunchmode of PETRA III corresponds to a pulse period of
192 ns that perfectlymatches 5MHz count-rate capability of the delay-line detector. Thanks to the high
parallelization, it was possible to run the experiment at the resolution limit of the beamline (i.e. 35 meV at
hν=1 keV). In the present work, data have been takenwith circularly polarized light, reversing the photon
helicity for each photon energy. This acquisitionmodewas different fromour previous work onMo(110) at low
photon energies, wherewe exploited the dissymmetry induced by the tilted electric vector in order to obtain the
LDAD asymmetry from a single run [15].

Themomentummicroscope uses the same imaging optics as described byTusche et al [45], except that the
dispersive analyzer is replaced by ToF energy detection. The optimized lens design developed in theMax Planck
Institute inHalle, Germany, facilitated a k-resolution of 0.005 Å−1 [45]. Figure 1 in [42] shows the schematic
cross section of the ToF k-microscope that relies on a general concept of optics. In the back focal plane of each
objective lens, a Fourier image (reciprocal image) is formed. In the language of solid-state photoemission, this
Fourier image represents the transversalmomentumdistribution of the photoelectrons. By adding the energy
‘coordinate’ via ToF recording, the presentmicroscope acquiresmany 2D kx−ky-discs (exceeding the size of
typical BZs) in parallel.

The electrostatic lens with amoderate immersion field (in the present experiment 8 kV across a gap of 4 mm)
forms an achromaticmomentum image in its backfocal plane, as originally exploited in LEEM [47, 48]. The
subsequent lenses transfer amagnified k-image onto the detector. A size-selectable and adjustablefield aperture
in an intermediate real-space image plane facilitates the selection of well-defined source areas on the sample
surfacewith diameters down to themicrometer range, without the need of an x-raymicrofocus. A low-energy
drift section serves as an energy-dispersive element. The time-resolving image detector of the delay-line type [46]
acquires the (t, kx, ky) data sets.

Figure 1 shows the experimental geometry and defines the coordinate system. The circularly polarized x-ray
beamwas oriented at 22° to the y-axis. The tungsten crystal was prepared by repeated cycles of heating in oxygen
(10–7mbar, 1200 K) and shortflashes (1900K) inUHV. Prior to eachmeasurement, the region of interest and
position of the photon spot on the sample area was controlled using the real-space imagingmode of the
microscope. This inspectionmade sure that no visible surface defects coincidedwith the region of interest, being
defined by size and position of afield aperture [43]. For the presentmeasurements, the field aperture was set to a
circular acceptance range of 38μmdiameter on the sample surface,matching the footprint of the photon beam.
The samplewasmounted on aHe-cooled hexapodmanipulator for precise six-coordinates adjustment (x, y, z,
θx, θy,f). Allmeasurements have been performed at a sample temperature of 29 K.

4. Results

4.1.Direct transitions in 3Dk-space observed bymomentummicroscopy
Agraphical representation of a photo-transition in the bulk of amaterial is shown infigure 4(a). Analogously to
the Ewald sphere in a diffraction experiment, thefigure reflects energy conservation and the role of reciprocal
lattice vectors in order to obeymomentum conservation. For a given photon energy hν and binding energy EB
thefinal states of the photo-transition are located on a spherical shell with radius (for units Å−1 and eV):

*~ n - + ´ ⎜ ⎟⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠ ( )k h E V

m

m
0.512 . 2f B 0

eff

V0
* is the inner potential that we refer to the Fermi energy, for convenience (note that theworkfunction does

not enter into equation (2)).meff andm are the effectivemass of the electron in the final state inside the solid and
the free-electronmass, respectively. The photonmomentum khν is completely transferred to the photoelectron,
leading to a rigid (vectorial) displacement of thefinal-state sphere. Given the impact angle of 22° (see figure 1),
the displacements of thefinal-state sphere due to the photonmomentum along kz and ky are
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For the highest photon energy used (1293 eV)wehaveΔkz=0.237 Å−1 andΔky=0.635 Å−1.Whereas the
latter value shows up in terms of the rigid shift along negative ky, the former reduces the value of kz reached by the
photo-transition. Referring to a free-electron like dispersionwith adapted free electronmass, this acts like an
apparent reduction of the photon energy by asmuch as 31 eV.

The kinetic energy of the emitted photoelectrons is selected by their ToF. The Fermi edge (high-energy cutoff
of the spectral distributions) serves as reference for EB=0. Then the pattern observed on the detector represents
the photoelectron intensity distribution as a function of the transversalmomentum kf (disc at the top of
figure 4(a)). The vector kf is conservedwhen the electrons leave the sample [47, 48], hence thismethod is
characterized by a linear and achromaticmomentum scale. The intensity of a transition is governed by Fermi’s
GoldenRule, containing the transitionmatrix elements and relative phases (see section 2.1). Figure 4 shows that
the photon-energy range between 306 and 1293 eV corresponds tofinal states in the 3rd to 7th repeated BZ along
the direction perpendicular to the surface (kz). In all recorded patterns the strong surface resonance observed at
lowphoton energies (see [42] and references therein) is completely absent. This proves that in this photon energy
range the entire signal originates frombulk states.

Figure 4.Periodic zone scheme for tungstenwithdirect transitions at various photon energies. Thefinal states at a given energy lie ona
spherical shell with radius given by thefinal-state electronmomentum kf (see equation (2)). The shell is rigidly displaced from the origin
k=(0, 0, 0)by the vector of the photonmomentumkhν. The perpendicularmomentumcomponent kzhas beenquantified inmultiples
of the reciprocal lattice vectorG110. Size of the Brillouin zone and lengthof themomentumvectors are to scale. (b)–(i)Momentum
sections atEF for photon energies between 306 and1293 eVas stated in the panels. The patterns are the sumof themeasurementswith
RCP andLCP radiation.
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The 4th repeated BZhas beenmapped in a tomography-likemanner by increasing the photon energy in
small steps. For details of the data acquisition, see [40]. These individual 3D data stacks taken at different photon
energies correspond to different values of kz in the transition scheme. Figures 4(b)–(i) shows themomentum
distributions (kx–ky sections) at the Fermi energy for eight selected photon energies. It is convenient to quantify
the perpendicular component kz inmultiples of the reciprocal lattice vector along the 〈110〉-direction,
G110=2.812 Å−1. The in-plane projection of the photonmomentum n

kh points from top to bottom (see the
arrow infigure 4(i)). The transfer of photonmomentum thus leads to a rigid downward shift of the pattern,
which increases linearly with photon energy. At 1293 eV this shift is sufficiently large that theΓ-point of thefirst
repeated BZ in ky-direction lies in thefield of view (top dotted horizontal line infigure 4(i)). At the given photon
flux therewas a small but significant Lorentzian deformation of the Fermi-energy cutoff due to the space-charge
effect, i.e. the repulsive Coulomb interaction between the large amount of slow secondary electrons and the fast
photoelectrons. This Lorentzian deformationwhose amplitudewas between 0.5 and 1.5 eV for themeasured
datawas removed by fitting a functional, as described in detail in [49]. After correcting for this space-charge
effect, all 3D stacks are concatenated forming two 4Ddata arrays (one for each photon helicity), which contain
the full information (except for the spin degree of freedom) on the electronic structure of the system that can be
obtained by photoemission (see section 4.3).

Themomentum sections at different photon energies infigure 4 reveal strong differences; see, e.g. the
patterns at hν=357 eV (with high-symmetry points indicated), 401 eV and 472 eV, corresponding to 3.58G110,
3.79G110 and 4.10G110, (c), (d) and (e) respectively. The kz-resolution is obviously very high so that the band
features appear only when the spherical final-state shell intersects with the ‘objects’ in the BZ (i.e. Fermi-surface
sheets and electron or hole pockets). Other patterns look very similar, e.g. those at 574 eV and 1200 eV (g), (h)
are almost identical with the one at 357 eV (c). The only essential difference is a rigid downward shift with
increasing energy, which is afingerprint of the increasing transfer of photonmomentum.

Inspection of the transition scheme reveals that these three sections lie very close to theN–H–P plane
between adjacent BZs. Also, the patterns at the lowest (b) and highest photon energy (i) are quite similar except
for the rigid shift, proving that in this range there is no significant deterioration of k-resolution and contrast with
increasing photon energy. This similarity nicely shows the periodicity of the reciprocal space: it does notmatter
whetherwe observe the band features in the 3rd, 4th or 6th repeated BZ.Differences occur only due to the
influence of the photonmomentum and the transitionmatrix elements, which depend on the final-state energy.
The radial integrals changewith decreasing period of the rapidly oscillatingfinal-state wavefunction.

The similarity of the sections figures 4(c), (h) and (g) allows to draw an important conclusion. The clear
identification of high-symmetry planes provides an absolute ‘k-ruler’. In the present case it proves that the
approximation of thefinal state as free-electron like planewavewith adaptedmeff/m andVo

* is very good.
Between 300 and 1300 eVwe do notfind a significant energy dependence ofmeff/m andVo

*. Further,meff/m
could depend on the direction of kf. In the present data we do notfind such a dependence. The k-field-of-view
(radius 2 Å−1) is only slightly larger than the BZ as visible infigure 4(a); BZ andmomentum vectors are to scale.
Thefinal statemomentum kf deviates only slightly from the (110)-direction perpendicular to the surface (vector
kf
⊥ infigure 4(a)).

4.2. Experimental results for theCDAD
In the present experiment wemeasured both photon helicities separately and derived theCDAD signal and
asymmetry from these two individualmeasurements according to equation (1). No symmetry properties have
been exploited because it was not a-priori clear which of themwould persist when the photonmomentum is
non-negligible. This procedure is different from a previous low-energy experiment [15]with negligible photon
momentum. In that work the dichroism asymmetry has been derived from a singlemeasurement atfixed
photon polarization, exploiting the symmetry properties of the setup.

Figure 5 showsmeasured intensity distributions being the sumof theRCP and LCPpatterns (rows 1 and 3)
and corresponding textures of theCDAD signal, see equation (1) (rows 2 and 4, respectively) for 14 photon
energies between 306 and 1293 eV. The kz-values of the sections, quantified inmultiples ofG110, are given on top
of the panels. The photon beam is oriented from top to bottom. There are four differentmechanisms breaking
the symmetry: (i) the photonmomentum leads to a rigid downward shift of the complete pattern, increasing
linearly with photon energy. (ii)TheCDAD (i.e. the difference betweenRCP and LCP excitation) leads to a left-
right asymmetry as visible in the reversed colors in the left and right half. (iii)The off-normal photon incidence
gives rise to an additional contribution of the LDAD showing up as an up–down asymmetry. (iv) Local
enhancement of intensity andCDAD signal can occur due to photoelectron diffraction. Enhancement factors of
up to 5 have been observed in small regions of (EB, k)parameter space due to the action of the Laue equations on
the outgoing photoelectronwave (for details, see [50]). In the following, we neglect this phenomenon becausewe
believe that the normalization of theCDAD signal to the sum intensity removesmost of the diffraction effect.
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Rows 2 and 4 reveal a surprisingly rich dichroism texture. TheCDAD signal is color-coded, ranging between
1 (red) and−1 (blue), individually scaled for each panel. CorrespondingCDAD asymmetries are very large (up
to 90%with both polarities) and show a pronounced red–blue contrast and clear symmetry behavior. According
to the scheme infigure 4(a) the electron distributions correspond to sections through the 3rd, 4th, 5th and 7th
repeated BZ along kz. The electronmomentum increases with the root of the energy. A k-space distance of 0.25
G110 corresponds to an energy difference of 44 eV in the 4th BZ (see panels (a), (b)) and to 98 eV in the 7th BZ
(panels (t), (u)).

In the intensity patterns, equivalent planes in different BZs look very similar, as seen by comparing the
following groups of k-patterns infigure 5: 3.58, 4.52 and 6.50G110 (b), (s), (t); 3.32, 3.69 and 6.75G110 (a), (c), (u)
and 3.79 and 4.31G110 (d), (q). The only essential difference is the downward shift due to the photon
momentum.However, the correspondingCDAD textures exhibit strong differences in size and sign of the
CDAD signal. E.g. featureD exhibits a weak, bipolarCDAD at 3.58G110 (i), whereas at 4.52 (z) and 6.50G110 (z1)
the same feature shows a rather pronouncedCDADwith unipolar left-right asymmetry. These pronounced
differences result from kz being at, slightly above or below amirror plane. The twomirror planesm andm′

perpendicular to kz aremarked infigure 4(a).When going from3.32G110 (h) to 6.75G110 (z2), theCDAD-
asymmetry (red–blue contrast) of band featureD remains, whereas the asymmetry of featuresC is reversed.
Likewise, the asymmetry of featuresC is reversedwhen going from3.79G110 (k) to 4.31G110 (x). Themaximum
CDAD values occur at 3.32, 3.79 and 6.75G110, while the smallest occur at 3.58 and 3.99G110, i.e. close to the
N–H–P plane and to theΓ-point.

The sign of theCDAD changes upon crossing theΓ-point, i.e.mirror planem. This can be seen by
comparing theCDAD texture of band featureA (inner diamond) at 3.89 and 3.92G110 (l), (m)with the same
feature at 4.1G110 (v). For featureC, the ellipsoid-shaped hole pocket centered at theN-point we observe even
several changes of sign, compare theCDAD of the lower left sphere: at 3.32G110 it starts with positive sign (red).
At 3.79G110, i.e. after crossing the firstN–H–P plane (mirror planem′ infigure 4(a)) it has the opposite sign
(blue). At 4.20G110, having crossed the 4th repeatedΓ-point, the sign has changed again (red) andfinally at 6.75
G110 it is blue, indicating that the general behavior of each repeated BZ is similar.

In order to analyze theCDAD patterns inmore detail, we have to consider the symmetry of the crystal and
the lifting of symmetries by the incoming photon beam. The bcc reciprocal lattice has high-symmetry planes,
kx–kz, ky–kz and kx–ky. Due to the cubic symmetry, kx, ky and kz pointing along theΓ–N direction in the bulk BZ
are equivalent. However, the photon beambreaks this symmetry, see figure 1. Infigure 5 theCDAD signal is

Figure 5.Measuredmomentumdistributions (a)–(g), (o)–(u) and corresponding circular-dichroism textures (h)–(n), (v)–(z2) for the
tungsten (110) surface at the Fermi level (energy isosurfaces atEF) for 14 photon energies as stated above each panel. Themomentum
perpendicular to the surface (kz) is quantified inmultiples of the reciprocal lattice vectorG110. The circularly polarized photon beam

impinges from top to bottom, see inset top right. The photonmomentum n
kh causes a rigid displacement of the patterns; dashed lines

mark the center of the BZ, dotted lines in (t), (u), (z1), (z2) the center of the next BZ. The scale bar quantifies theCDAD.
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symmetricwith respect to the horizontal plane but anti-symmetricwith respect to the vertical plane. This anti-
symmetry reflects the fact that the (axial) helicity vector is reversed upon thismirror reflection.

CDAD for non-magnetic systems requires a non-coplanar geometry of three vectors, the direction of photon
impact khv, electronmomentum ke, and a third vector that represents a quantization axis for the initial electronic
states. In previous studies at low energies, this vector was the surface normal or themolecular axis of an oriented
molecule on the surface [8]. In the present case of photoexcitation in 3D k-space as described infigure 4(a) the
surface normal is irrelevant and instead the bulk directionΓ–N takes the role of the quantization axis. If one
expands the actual wave function in orbital wave functions close to a high symmetry point, the vectorΓ–N
naturally enters the calculation scheme in the sameway as the surface normal did in the low-energy case.

4.3. Comparisonwith one-step photoemission calculations
A central goal of the present studywas to elucidate whether one-step photoemission theory as described in
section 2 is capable of calculating theCDAD in the soft-x-ray range.CDAD occurs due to interference terms
between different final-state partial waves as illustrated infigure 2. It strongly depends onmatrix elements and
relative phases of interfering partial waves [13, 18]. Hence,CDAD ismore sensitive to ‘photoemission dynamics’
(transitionmatrix elements and phases) than photoemission intensities.

Theoreticalmomentum slices at the Fermi energy have been calculated in the same photon-energy range as
used in the experiment. In experiment and theory, the calibration of the kz-scale was straightforward by
searching for k-patterns characteristic for the position of high-symmetry planes. In particular, sections through
theΓ-point and through theN–H–P plane (mirror planesm andm′ infigure 4(a)) could easily be recognized by
their pronounced characteristic features. The photonmomentumwas included in the theory. It turned out that
in the calculation the photon energywas systematically∼3 eV higher than in the experiment. Similar differences
between the experimental and theoretical photon energy had been found in other photoemission studies. The
theoretical photon energy had to be shifted systematically by several eV to obtain a quantitative agreementwith
the corresponding experimental data. The reason is found in the fact that the LDApotential used as an electronic
structure input is a ground-state quantity that describes especially forW the valence-band region verywell, but
for higher-lying unoccupied states it is only an approximation. As a consequence the energetic position of
unoccupied conduction states is less accurate for higher photon energies. In a phenomenological view, thefinal
statemomentum is not exactly given by the free-electron dispersion. For tungstenwe found an effectivemass of
meff=1.07m in the experiment [42]. The inner potential is known to be energy dependent.Many-body effects
are parametrized, leading to common shifts of all bands. The full consideration of electron correlations can lead
to relative shifts, whichmight explain some quantitative discrepancies between theory and experiment (see
below).

Figure 6 shows the comparison of experiment and theory forfive selected photon energies. Herewe show the
CDADasymmetry (see equation (1)). Atfirst sight, the agreement between experiment and theory is not as good
as in the low-energy region (see, e.g. [15, 51]). However the eye-catching differences essentially originate from
just two facts:first, the Fermi-surface pocketsB (electron-type), located at the six corners of the central
octahedronA, appearmuch larger in theory than in experiment (comparefigures 6(b), (c)with (g), (h)). This
difference concerns the shape of the Fermi surface. Second, the ellipsoid-shaped hole-pocketsC, centered at the
N-points, appear rather weak in the calculated patterns (g), (j), whereas they are stronger in the experiment (b),
(e). This difference concerns the intensity, the shape and position of the hole-pockets agree verywell. In the
N–H–P plane, hole pocketC appears in the center. Here theory and experiment agree quite well, as is the case for
the diamond-shaped featureD resulting from the electron-like octahedron centered at theH-point (compare
panels (a), (d)with (f), (i)). The same holds for the central octahedronA (c), (h).

Beyond these points, a few systematic differences remain. The hole ellipsoidsC are visible in all calculated
patterns (in fact,moremomentumdiscs have been calculated than those shown infigure 6). They are completely
absent in the experimental sections that do not intersect the hole pockets (figures 5(b), (e)–(g), (o), (r)–(t)).
Likewise, the central octahedronA shows upweakly in the calculated patterns (figures 6(f), (g)), whereas in
experiment it appears only in the cut through the centralΓ–H–N plane (c), as expected for the tungsten Fermi
surface, see figure 1(b). Asmentioned in section 2, the calculations yielded some surface states, resulting from
thefinite number of atomic layers.

Besides these general differences, the calculatedCDAD asymmetries show fair agreement with experiment.
The signs agree formost band features. In particular theweak, ‘bipolar’ appearance of featureD in (k), (p) is very
similar, indicating that these sections lie close to theN–H–P planewhere the sign of theCDAD reverses. As
mentioned above, the hole pocketsC appear only weakly in theory, but in all panels the sign of theirCDAD is
identical to the experiment. However, it is remarkable thatwhile theory predicts decreasing absolute values of
theCDAD asymmetry with increasing photon energy, the experimental values stay surprisingly large even at the
highest photon energies studied.
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4.4.CDAD texture in 4D (EB, k)parameter space
In addition to the questionwhether aCDAD for valence bands exists at all in the soft-x-ray range andwhether
one-step theory canmodel this dichroism, the exploration of the 4D (EB, k)-texture ofCDADwas a central goal
of the present work. In particular, the symmetry behavior in full k-space is an interesting issue, because only 2D
systems had been studied thus far. The crucial point here is that variation of the photon energy changes the
momentum coordinate kzperpendicular to the surface (as described infigure 4), but also thematrix element due
to changing radial integrals.Moreover, the phase differences between differentfinal-state partial waves tend to
zerowith increasing photon energy. All these effects influence theCDAD signal and thus its behaviorwas not a-
priori clear.

For the study of the dichroism texture in the full bulk BZ allmeasured data sets IRCP/LCP (EB, kx, ky) (for both
orthogonal photon polarizations) for the 4th repeated BZ along kz in a binding energy interval of 6 eV are
concatenated, forming the two 4D-arrays IRCP/LCP (EB, kx, ky, kz). The curvature of the final-state spheres (see
figure 4(a)) aswell as a possible space-charge shift of the isosurfaces are corrected in this array (see [49]). Next,
theCDAD asymmetryACDAD (EB, k) is determined voxel-by-voxel according to equation (1). This array contains
theCDAD information in the complete BZ, including its dispersionwith binding energy. In fact the 4D-arrays I
andACDAD (equation 1) comprise the full information accessible in a (spin-integral) photoemission experiment,
the so-called ‘removal part’ of the spectral function determined via the tomography-likemapping of the 4th
repeated BZ as explained infigure 4.

There are several ways to visualize this 4Dobject in (EB, k) parameter space: (i)The projection of energy
isosurfaces (EB=const.) in k-space, ‘decorated’with theCDAD asymmetry (figure 7 andmovies in
supplementalmaterial is available online at stacks.iop.org/NJP/21/013017/mmedia). (ii) ‘kz-scanmovies’
visualizing the tomographic analysis of the BZ (kz-scans for 3 values ofEB are shown in the supplemental
material). (iii)TheEB-versus-k|| representation of the dispersing bandswith theirCDAD asymmetry, visualizing
the binding energy dependence ofCDAD along one selected direction in k-space (examples infigure 8). Figure 7
shows the central experimental result of this paper, the dichroism texture on three selected energy isosurfaces (at
EB=0, 1.5 and 2 eV) from a total of∼100 resolved energies. For improved clarity, these k-space objects are
shown asmovies in the supplementarymaterial. TheCDAD is quantified by the red–grey–blue color bar. Red

Figure 6.Comparison ofmeasured (a)–(e) and calculated (f)–(j)momentumdistributions andmeasured (k)–(o) and calculated
(p)–(t)CDADasymmetry patterns forW(110) atEF for five photon energies as stated on the top. The circularly polarized photon beam
impinges from top to bottom; dashed linesmark the center of the BZ, dotted lines in (d), (e), (n), (o) the center of the next BZ.
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and blue denote positive and negativeCDAD (red denotes higher intensity with RCP excitation), while the shade
of greymarks unpolarized intensity. In this way, pockets and sheets are visible on the isosurface even if the
CDAD vanishes.

We discuss the basics of theCDAD texture in the 4Dparameter space, startingwith the example of the
ellipsoid-shaped hole pocketsC, centered at the 12N-points. These pockets show themaximumasymmetry up
to 90%.Due to the cubic symmetry (Oh), thewavefunctions at allN-points are identical. Only the quantization
axes for the angularmomenta are different, because the vectorΓ–Nhas 12 possible directions. In the ground-
state all 12 are equivalent. However, the photon beambreaks this symmetry. For themagnitude and sign of the
CDAD, we have to consider each individualΓ–N direction separately. In this respect, the behavior of theCDAD

Figure 7. (a) Fermi surfacewith overlaidCDADasymmetry, quantified by the color bar. Red and blue correspond to positive and
negativeCDAD, respectively, and grey denotes intensity but zeroCDAD. (b)Theoretical Fermi surface, with blue and red denoting
electron and hole sheets (from [31, 32]). (c) and (d) Isosurfaces with overlaidCDADasymmetry for binding energies of 1.5 eV and
2 eV, respectively. TheseCDAD textures have been projected from the 4D-arrays IRCP/LCP (EB, k) by calculating voxel-by-voxel the
asymmetry defined in equation (1).Movies showing the full 3D texture can be found in the supplementalmaterial.

Figure 8.Dispersion behavior of theCDAD signal for several photon energies. First row: kX–kY slices of theCDAD signal for binding
energies EB below the Fermi energy, as stated in the panels. Second and third rows:EB-versus-kX andEB-versus-kY CDAD sections
along the dashed lines in panels (a)–(g) along kX (h)–(n), (u) and parallel to kY (o)–(t). The scale bar quantifies theCDAD.
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in bulk photoemission differs fromprevious work at low energies [6, 8, 13], where only the surface normalwas
considered as relevant quantization direction.

Figure 7 reveals the symmetry properties of theCDADwith respect to themirror operations. The anti-
symmetry with respect to the ky–kz plane reflects the fact that the (axial) helicity vector is reversed upon thismirror
reflection. Conversely, the kx–kz symmetry reflects that the helicity is retained upon thismirror operation. These
symmetry properties are identical to the low-energy case. However, the third property, i.e. the anti-symmetry
with respect tomirror planes parallel to kx–kyhas not been observed before because kz could not be varied in
previous low-energy experiments. Due to this anti-symmetry, theCDAD changes its signwhen kz crosses a
mirror plane perpendicular to kz (denoted asm andm′ infigure 4). These are theΓ–H–N plane (m) running
through the center of the BZ and theN–H–P plane (m′) forming the boundary to the next BZ.We attribute this
behavior to themirror anti-symmetry of the odd partial waves in the expansion of the corresponding initial-state
wavefunction. The translational periodicity of BZs (figure 4) demands that the orbital parts of thewavefunctions
are periodic aswell. Hence, the relative phase of the lobes of all partial waves with odd parity switchwhen
crossing amirror plane (with the exception that the lobe lies in themirror plane). This switching is invisible in
the intensity patterns, because the symmetry predicts a complete cancellation of theCDAD for the sumof the
intensities for circular left and right polarization. TheCDAD, however, is affected by this phase switch at the
mirror planesm andm′ because it is sensitive to the relative phases of wavefunctions [6, 8, 13]. This novel
symmetry property suggests that the sign change ofCDAD can be utilized tofindmirror planes and high-
symmetry points in direct transitions in periodic k-space as depicted infigure 4.Note that the size of theCDAD
signal is not identical in subsequent repeated BZs because the radialmatrix elements depend on photon energy.

Figure 8 showsCDAD-dispersions along kx and ky at seven selected values of kz (given on top). Thefirst row
presents constant-energy sections at higher binding energies EB≠0. Rows 2 and 3 show EB–k|| sections along
the dashed lines in panels (a)–(g). The anti-symmetry with respect to the ky–kzmirror plane is clearly visible in
panels (h)–(n), (u) and theCDAD shows a pronounced dispersion. At higher binding energies, several features
appearwith a substructure that was not visible in the intensity patterns and sections at the Fermi energy. At 3.69
G110 the diamond-shaped bandD (centered at theH-point) exhibits intensity inside of the diamond that has the
opposite sign ofCDAD, see red color in top right part offigure 8(i).With increasing binding energy, the
substructure vanishes, and bandD disperses outwards and intersects with the oval featureC centered on the
N-point.Moreover, a new band F appears in the EB-versus-kX sections (h), (i) that is an extension of bandC
(figure 5(i)) and shows a very pronouncedCDAD. A further interesting substructure E appears inside of bandB
as indicated infigures 8(c), (q) andfigures 5(j)–(l). This second Fermi surface pocket inside of pocketB has
previously been discussed in the early theoretical work of Christensen and Feuerbacher [52].

At kz=4.31G110 featuresC andB-spheres exhibit substructures (figures 8(c), (q), (f), (m)). In some cases,
the bipolarCDAD is evenmore pronounced at higher binding energies, for example, for bandB at EB>3.5 eV
(figure 8(m)). Figures 8(a), (g) show the dichroic behavior in cuts corresponding to similar positions in two
adjacent (4th and 5th)BZs. TheCDAD and its dependence on binding energy for those two cases are
significantly different at highEB. TheCDAD has a rich bipolar structure at kz=4.52G110 that corresponds to
the 5th repeated BZ (see figure 7(o)). In particular, featureC has a double bipolar structure of theCDAD sign at
EB=2 eV. The differences between (h), (u) are remarkable, in particular concerning the sign of theCDAD.

In addition to theCDAD, the EB-versus-kY cuts also reveal a sizeable LDAD effect due to the tilted direction
of photon incidence (see end of section 2.1).Most features have significantly different dichroism values in the
upper and lower half (third row offigure 8).

Not only the sign but also the value of theCDAD is different in various points of the BZ (figure 8). The
Γ-point (photon energy 447 eV, kZ≈3.99G110) shows the smallest value of theCDAD (35%)while the extrema
of 85%–90%are observed at 379 eV (3.69G110) and 521 eV (4.31G110). In other words, withmoving away from
theΓ-point in both directions along kZ theCDAD generally increases. Thus, at energies of 424 eV (3.89G110) and
472 eV (4.10G110) on theway from theΓ-point toN–H–P planes theCDAD value is atmaximum∼55%with the
opposite sign (see figures 8 (a), (b)). Sections EB-versus-kx at ky=0 show the same value of theCDADup to
EB≈2 eV (see figures 8 (c), (d)). These sections and also the sections EB-versus-ky (seefigures 8 (e), (f)) at
kx=0.3 Å−1 indicate how the sign of theCDAD changes while passing theΓ-point. For instance, identical
features have an opposite color at symmetrical points in the BZ.

Asmentioned above the effect of the photonmomentum is significant and has to be taken into account in
the data evaluation (see [42]). However, we did not observe any hints on a recoil effect as observed and discussed
for light elements [28].

Figure 6 (third row) andfigure 8 (first row) show that sizeableCDAD is present at practically all photon
energies studied. TheCDAD asymmetry is reduced onlywhen thefinal state sphere crosses a high symmetry
plane (like infigure 6 (k)). Given a proper calibration (like infigure 8) the degree of circular polarization can be
quantitatively determined from theCDADasymmetries in awide photon energy range. Themethod should be
very powerful in validating the circular polarization as function of the undulator phase shift.
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5. Summary and conclusion

Wehave investigatedCDAD for the d-band complex of tungsten in the soft-x-ray spectral region between
hν=300 and 1300 eV. The experiment was performed at the circularly polarized high-brilliance beamline P04
of the storage ring PETRA III (DESY,Hamburg). Due to the large photoelectron escape depth, the observed
signal originatesmainly from transitions in the bulk of thematerial. Hence, the size and symmetry properties of
theCDAD could, for thefirst time, be studied in the full 3Dbulk BZ.

All previousCDAD experiments have studied electronic systems in 2D (surfaces, adsorbates) or even 1D (e.g.
oriented linearmolecules). Given afixed quantization axis (mostly the surface normal), size and sign of the
CDADwas determined by the dipolematrix elements and relative phases [8, 13]. Prior to the present experiment
it was not clear whether aCDAD effect can exist in bulk transitions in the soft-x-ray range. The bulk electronic
states are governed by the symmetry group of the crystal and previous theories could not predict the existence
and the symmetry properties of a possibleCDAD in 3D k-space.

Using photoelectronmomentummicroscopy, we performed a tomographicmapping in awide range of kz
between the 3rd and 7th repeated BZ in order to observe the variation of theCDAD signal across several BZs. The
4th BZwasmapped in detail by varying the photon energy between 357 and 574 eV in small steps, corresponding
to increments ofΔkz=0.1 Å−1. Exploiting ToF parallel energy recording, the helicity-dependent spectral
functions IRCP,LCP (EB, kx, ky)weremeasured at each photon energy. The derivation (voxel-by-voxel) of their
difference IRCP− ILCP yields theCDAD signal, and division by the sum I=IRCP+ILCP then yields theCDAD
asymmetry (in complete analogywithXMCD [2–4]). By concatenating all arrays taken at different photon
energies, wefinally arrive at the circular dichroism texture ACDAD (EB, k) in 4Dparameter space, the central object
of the present paper. The 4D-arrays I andACDAD contain the full information accessible in a (spin-integral)
photoemission experiment.ACDAD (EB, k)was visualized by energy isosurfaces (EB=const.) in 3D k-space,
‘decorated’ by the color-codedCDAD asymmetry (perspective views infigure 7;movies in supplemental
material showing the full 3D texture). Of particular interest is the isosurface at the Fermi level, but theCDAD
texture for all other binding energies can be projected from the 4D array as well. kz-scanmovies (see
supplementalmaterial) visualize the tomographic analysis of the BZ. Sections with twomomentum components
kept constant yielded theCDADdispersion behavior EB-versus-kx or ky (figure 8).

Large dichroism asymmetries of up to 90%have been observed throughout the energy range studied. The
asymmetry shows a pronounced dependence on photon energy and on all three components of the k-vector.
This result is surprising because in its quantum-mechanical description,CDAD depends on terms containing
the sine of partial wave phase-shift differences which tend to zerowith increasing photon energy [29].
Apparently, additional phase differences of partial waves occur due to diffraction of the photoelectronwave on
neighboring atoms.

In order to elucidate the behavior in 3D k-space in detail, we have studied theCDAD-patterns at equivalent
kz-positions in three different BZs (4th, 5th and 7th) in the periodic zone scheme, corresponding to photon
energies of 357, 574 and 1300 eV, respectively. These results uncovered the following symmetry rules of CDAD in
3D k-space: the anti-symmetric behavior with respect to the plane of incidence (known for 2D systems [13])
persists in the 3D case if this plane is amirror plane of the crystal. A central new result is the symmetry behavior
with respect tomirror planes perpendicular to kz, a symmetry element that did not exist in the 2D systems
studied previously.CDAD changes its signwhenever such amirror plane (e.g.m andm′ infigure 4) is crossed by
the direct transition in the periodic scheme of BZs (figure 7). This can be understood in terms of a ‘switching’ of
the relevant quantization axis upon each crossing of amirror plane. The origin of this anti-symmetry ofCDAD
lies in the subtle effect that the relative phase of the lobes of initial partial-wave angular wavefunctions with odd
parity switchwhen crossing amirror plane. This change of the relative phases cancels out in the intensity
patterns (given by squaredwavefunctions) but is visible in theCDADwhich contains additional interference
terms [6, 13, 16]. Hence,CDAD provides a powerful tool to identifymirror planes of the bulk BZ in
photoemission experiments.

One-step photoemission calculations for various photon energies in the same spectral range show fair
overall agreement with themeasured results. The calculation reveals the reason for the variation ofCDADwith
photon energy: with increasing excitation energy, thewavelength of the free-electron-like final state varies
strongly (betweenλ≈ 4 and 1 Å for kinetic energies between 300 and 1300 eV), thus causing substantial changes
in the radial integrals of the dipolematrix element. Theory yields sharp band features persisting up to photon
energies of almost 1400 eV (figure 3). The band patterns show significant changes when the photon energy is
increased by only 5 eV, corresponding to an increment of kz by 0.01 Å

−1. Comparison of theoretical and
experimental results for several photon energies shows good agreement in the sign andmagnitude ofCDAD for
the various band features. Differences occur in details of the shape of the Fermi surface and in the presence of
surface resonances which are absent in the experimental data.
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The present experiment has shown that largeCDAD asymmetries persist in bulk photoemission in the soft-
x-ray range, described in terms of direct transitions to free-electron-like final states (as depicted infigure 4).
CDAD shows a rich texture in 4D (EB, k) parameter space. The variation of photon energy changes on the one
hand themomentum coordinate perpendicular to the surface and on the other hand also the radial integrals of
the transitionmatrix elements. Both effects influence theCDAD signal. Due to the previously unobserved
mirror-plane anti-symmetry,CDAD allows an unambiguous identification of high-symmetry planes in direct
transitions in the periodic zone scheme. It further reveals the dominant orbital symmetry (parity) of bands near
high-symmetry points. The high degrees of asymmetry (up to 90%) can be exploited as a novel circular
polarimeter for soft, tender (and possibly hard) x-rays.
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Note added in proof

Meanwhile similar experiments have been performed in the hard x-ray range at the new beamline P22 of PETRA
III.Momentumdistributions recorded at photon energies up to 6 keV [53] reveal sharp band features of similar
quality as in the soft x-ray range.
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